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D e v e l o p m e n ta l B i o l o g y at t h e B e c k m a n C e n t e r :
D i s c o v e r i n g t h e E v e n t s t h at C o n t r o l t h e F o r m at i o n o f L i f e

By Krista Conger
“We didn’t have a minute to waste,” recalled Will
Talbot, PhD. It was moving day in February 1989 and
Talbot was one many graduate students scurrying
between buildings on the Stanford University School
of Medicine campus with armloads of boxes and
lab equipment.
Their destination was the just-completed Beckman
Center for Molecular and Genetic Medicine — an
imposing four-story sandstone building overlooking the
Stanford foothills with an airy lobby, wide halls and a
unique exterior that set it apart from the neighboring
medical school buildings.

been sparked by his own work. It was clear to him that
these advances, coupled with exploding capabilities in
biologic imaging and computational power, were likely
to rapidly and dramatically impact the understanding
of an ancient puzzle: how does a single fertilized egg
give rise to a multicellular, three-dimensional adult
organism with the proper organization of limbs, organs
and tissues?
“Dave, in many ways, launched the genomic
revolution,” said Talbot, now a professor and former
chair of the department. “In particular, he developed
ways to analyze mutations in DNA at the molecular
level, which opened up an entirely new way to study
development. It was finally within our grasp to solve

An architectural triumph, the Beckman Center was

some

meticulously designed and built to fundamentally

developmental biology and we didn’t want any

change the way science was practiced. And Talbot

downtime at all.”

and his colleagues were eager to accept the challenge.

of

the

most

longstanding

questions

in

The sense of expectation and promise has never

“We didn’t want to lose any momentum,” said Talbot,

abated. The department, which recently celebrated its

who, at the time, was a student of professor of

25-year anniversary, quickly went from being a relative

biochemistry David Hogness, PhD. “We planned who

anomaly in the country to celebrated powerhouse that

was moving what so that we’d immediately have

did, in fact, solve many of the problems that had

everything we needed. We moved, unpacked and

plagued the field for decades during the early and

were working that day.”

mid-1900s.

There was a twist, however. Unlike other biochemistry

Stanford faculty members, postdoctoral scholars and

graduate students, Talbot wasn’t carting his equipment

graduate students like Talbot have identified and

to the biochemistry department’s new home on

characterized the roles played by critically important

the fourth floor of the building. Instead, he and

developmental

Hogness set up shop on the building’s third floor,

Hedgehog,

in the school’s newly established Department of

proteins.

Developmental Biology.

conservation of signaling pathways involved in the

Hogness had urged the development of the department
three years earlier to capitalize on recent advances in
molecular biology and genetics — many of which had

molecules

Patched
They’ve

and

learned

including

BMP,

Wnt,

Homeobox-containing
about

the

startling

development of organisms as diverse as fruit flies,
worms, fish and mice and they’ve begun to puzzle
out how these interactions govern pattern formation
in animals.
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The new developmental biology department quickly went from being a relative
anomaly in the country to celebrated powerhouse that did, in fact, solve many
of the problems that had plagued the field for decades during the early and
mid-1900s.
“When the department started, we were all mainly

available data to learn that it’s even possible in some

focused on defining the molecular events that control

cases to predict an individual’s medical history — or

early stages of development,” said Talbot. “What

possibly even future health issues — based on tiny

makes the back of an organism different from the

genetic variations.

belly, for example. How do cells communicate to make
the basic shape of the animal?”

“In many cases the areas of our research have
changed,” said Talbot. “But we are still asking

As the department itself developed and evolved,

the same basic questions, just on a new and deeper

researchers adjusted their focus. They’ve parlayed

level. Many of us are now working directly on

their earlier findings into fundamental insights about

human biology.”

the formation of organs and the nervous system, the
roles of adult stem cells in the liver and testes, and the
development of many types of cancers, including
brain, skin, and bladder. They’ve homed in on how
evolutionary changes in the regulatory regions of
genes are responsible for some of our uniquely human
traits, such as a stable foot for walking and our relatively
large

brains.

computing

They’ve

also

combined

techniques

with

reams

of

powerful
publicly

“In the past 25 years we’ve seen an explosion of
technological advances, knowledge and ideas,” said
developmental biologist Lucy Shapiro, PhD, the
department’s first chair and the director of the
Beckman Center for Molecular and Genetic Medicine.
“We now have a window into the developing organism
that allows us to see not just into living cells, but also
to observe single molecules in real time. It’s analogous
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to an astronomer looking up at the sky and seeing new

of biochemistry, molecular biology, and the emerging

constellations. Only we’re looking down into the cell

specialty of genetics during the 1960s and 70s.

and seeing entire galaxies.”

Slowly, advances in biochemistry and genetics began

Faculty members have been repeatedly recognized

to trickle into the study of what had by then become

nationally

include

recast as developmental biology. In 1958, John

membership in the National Academy of Sciences, the

Gurdon, PhD, showed that the nuclei of an adult cell

National Institute of Medicine, the Canada Gairdner

held all the information necessary to direct the

International Award, the International Prize for Biology,

development of a frog egg, and in 1978 Edward Lewis,

the Louisa Gross Horwitz Prize and the National Medal

PhD, identified a class of genes in fruit flies called Hox

of Science. Several are also Howard Hughes Medical

genes that oversaw the segmentation of the fly body.

Institute investigators.

Mutations in Hox genes caused the flies to develop

and

internationally.

Honors

These discoveries and accolades were still to come,
however, when Talbot and his fellow students were

legs where antennae should be, or a second, redundant
set of wings.

cracking open boxes and organizing their impossibly

“By 1985 it had become clear that development was

clean lab benches. But something was in the air.

controlled by sets of genes,” said Roeland Nusse,

“We had a unity of purpose that’s difficult to describe,”
he

recalled.

“The

field

had

been

completely

reinvigorated, or reborn, by advances in molecular
biology and genetics, and it was incredibly exciting.”
Although the study of embryology is ancient, the field
languished in the early 1900s as scientists reached
the limit of what they could observe with available
microscopy and tools. The discovery in 1924 of the
“organizer” — a small region of the early amphibian
blastocyst that directs embryo formation — showed
that the three-dimensional patterning of cells and
tissues must result from structured interactions among

PhD, professor of developmental biology and current
department chair. “Suddenly a field that had been so
mysterious was open for detailed analysis. We realized
that we could understand development in the same
way that we studied biochemical or transcriptional
pathways. It was finally tangible.”
The roots of the Department of Developmental Biology
at Stanford can be traced to 1959, when six young
microbiologists, led by Arthur Kornberg, MD, were
recruited to Stanford from the University of Washington
in St. Louis to start a novel new biochemistry
department. David Hogness was one of those six.

neighboring cells. However, embryologists tried in vain

Hogness had begun his postdoctoral research career

for decades to identify the hormones or other

in the mid-1950s focused on the study of enzyme

extracellular molecules that direct this process.

synthesis in the bacteria E. coli with Jacques Monod,

In contrast, the discovery of the structure of DNA in
1953 and the subsequent ability to determine the
nucleotide sequences and chromosomal location of
individual genes led to surging advances in the fields

PhD, in Paris. Monod would subsequently share the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1965 for his
work in understanding how protein levels can be
controlled within a cell by molecules that bind to the
regulatory regions just outside genes.
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“One of the key insights that showed we really needed a new department was the
discovery of the absolutely amazing conservation of pathways among many kinds
of model organisms,” said Talbot. “Not only were the basic concepts and organizational principles conserved, in many cases the signaling molecules themselves were
the same. That was a real clarion call to bring people in the field together.”
This type of transcriptional regulation described by

taken a large collection of interesting fruit fly mutants

Monod and others allows a cell to conserve valuable

that had been studied for many years and precisely

resources by tamping down the expression of

identified which genes were responsible. It was one of

temporarily unneeded proteins. It also provides a way

the coolest things my colleagues and I had ever seen.

to orchestrate the rising and falling protein levels that

And the approach was so general that it worked on any

are essential to choreograph the sequential steps

organism. Now, if you could find mutants, you could

necessary for development in many organisms.

find the gene responsible. Anything was fair game.”

In 1972, Hogness outlined a technique that rapidly led

In 1983, researchers including Matthew Scott, PhD,

to the first recombinant DNA libraries of entire

then at the University of Indiana, identified a critical

chromosomes. In 1983 he described a technique for

DNA sequence called a homeobox in members of the

“walking” along these segments of DNA that allowed

Hox gene family. The homeobox specifies a specific

researchers for the first time to identify genes

protein fold that latches onto DNA near developmentally

responsible for particular fruit fly mutations. This

important genes and controls their expression.

launched the field of functional genomics, which uses

Homeoboxes were subsequently discovered in nearly

information from the genome (when, where, how and

every animal studied.

why genes are expressed) to predict and explore
interactions among genes and proteins on a global
scale within an organism.

“One of the key insights that showed we really needed
a new department was the discovery of the absolutely
amazing conservation of pathways among many kinds

“Dave gave a talk at MIT in the early 1980s when

of model organisms,” said Talbot. “Not only were the

I was a graduate student,” recalled professor of

basic

developmental biology David Kingsley, PhD. “He had

conserved, in many cases the signaling molecules

concepts

and

organizational

principles
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themselves were the same. That was a real clarion call

Korn agreed. But perhaps even more importantly,

to bring people in the field together.”

Hogness also convinced former Stanford medical

Designed in the shape of the letter Z, the Beckman
Center actively encouraged collaboration among
scientists by facilitating movement between labs and
floors and incorporating shared common areas and
conference rooms. Housing the proposed new

school dean Robert Glaser, MD. Glaser was then the
director for medical science of the Lucille P. Markey
Charitable Trust, which gave $12 million to launch the
new department and support it through its first five
years. But the department still needed a chairperson.

department in the new Beckman Center building,

At the time, Shapiro was chair of the Department of

Hogness argued, and recruiting at least six of the initial

Microbiology

eight proposed members from outside Stanford, would

particularly interested in understanding how the linear

create an unparalleled geographic hotspot to promote

information encoded in DNA give rise to a cell with

the study of what constitutes normal development,

proteins and nucleic acids at distinct locations — an

and what happens when the process goes awry — a

organizational challenge that, in miniature, mirrored

key component of the Beckman Center’s mission.

that encountered by a developing embryo.

Hogness made his case for a new department to the

Hogness felt she was the ideal choice to chair the

dean of the Stanford University School of Medicine,

new department.

David Korn, MD, in, what was for those who knew him,
classic Hogness style: with a meticulously written
11-page white paper with a lengthy footnote discussing
the name of the new department.

at

Columbia

University.

She

was

“Stanford came after me with a vengeance,” Shapiro
recalled. “They were very determined. It was not easy
for me to leave New York, which was my home, but
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“We now have a window into the developing organism that allows us to see not
just into living cells, but also to observe single molecules in real time,” said Shapiro. “It’s analogous to an astronomer looking up at the sky and seeing new constellations. Only we’re looking down into the cell and seeing entire galaxies.”

Stanford was the best in the world as far as I was

then eight cells, eventually forming a hollow ball called

concerned and this was an incredible opportunity. I

a blastula. Cells in the blastula communicate with one

had a new building, a new floor and a hefty check with

another to coordinate the formation of a dimple that

which to build a department.”

becomes the digestive system. Other cells begin to

Hogness and Shapiro were the first full faculty
members of the developmental biology department.
“From there we rapidly hired Mathew Scott, PhD, and
Margaret “Minx” Fuller, PhD, from the University of
Colorado; Roeland Nusse, PhD, from the Netherlands
Cancer Institute; Stuart Kim, PhD, from MIT; and
David Kingsley, PhD, from the National Cancer
Institute,” said Shapiro. “Within two years of its
inception, the department had eight faculty members,
an accredited graduate program, a full administrative
staff and a retreat and seminar program. It was a very
wild time, but we did it.”

differentiate from one another, becoming first the three
main germ layers of the body and then the nerves,
organs and other structures of the animal.
The entire process is exquisitely controlled within three
dimensions and over a set period of time. At Stanford,
Shapiro has collaborated with the laboratory of
physicist Harley McAdams, PhD, to describe what’s
come to be known as the ‘genetic circuitry’ of the
asymmetric, one-celled Caulobacter. They’ve come to
understand the hundreds or thousands of interactions
that orchestrate this process to ensure that proteins,
DNA and cellular components get where they need to
be, when they need to be there, every time as the cell

Hiring was far from indiscriminant, however. Shapiro

replicates its DNA, divides and grows into daughter

and her colleagues were careful to cherry-pick the

cells. Her discovery that many of the regulatory

best of the best of developmental biologists around

pathways within Caulobacter are used repeatedly for

the country.

diverse functions transformed the fields of molecular

“Our whole idea was to bring together people doing

and developmental biology.

very innovative work,” said Shapiro. “We weren’t driven

In addition to significantly advancing the field of

in our recruitment by the techniques or the model

developmental biology, Shapiro’s work in understanding

organisms people were working on, but rather by the

the principles of how bacteria divide has led to the

questions they were asking. Although they were

synthesis of novel molecules that can block key steps

working on a veritable zoo of laboratory animals,

in this process. Her work addresses the increasingly

including bacteria, mice, fish, flies and worms, they

desperate worldwide problem of antibiotic resistance

were clearly all asking fundamental questions about

and emerging infectious disease — a topic on which

the cell regulatory mechanisms that guide the

Shapiro, who is also a member of the Center for

developmental process.”

International Security and Cooperation at the Freeman

At its heart, developmental biology is the study of
organization within the constraints of space, time and
environment. A fertilized egg is governed by its internal
metronome to divide like clockwork into two, four and

Spogli Institute for International Studies at Stanford
University, is vocal. In 2009 Shapiro was awarded
Canada’s Gairdner International Award and in 2013
she received the National Medal of Science.
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Faculty members have been repeatedly recognized nationally and internationally.
Honors include membership in the National Academy of Sciences, the National
institute of Medicine, the Canada Gairdner International Award, the International
Prize for Biology, the Louisa Gross Horwitz Prize and the National Medal of Science.

The discovery of the conserved genetic pathways in

investigator and the Virginia and Daniel K. Ludwig

Caulobacter mirrors what’s been found in many

Professor in Cancer Research at Stanford, discovered

animal models. As research progressed in the

the Wnt1 gene in 1982 in mice because it was

‘veritable zoo’ of species in Stanford’s new department,

activated in breast cancer tissue in the animals; other

it became clear that the number of master regulators

similar proteins have subsequently been found in

and signaling pathways were limited to perhaps fewer

many model organisms and humans. He continued

than 20. Although each animal provides their own

his work on Wnt in fruit flies when he came to

species-specific tweaks, the researchers were finding

Stanford in 1990, and in 1996 he identified the Wnt

that the main players in the developmental symphony

receptor. In 2002, he was the first to purify Wnt

are the same.

proteins for further study.

“We quickly began to realize that, although we were all

In 1992, Kingsley, who is also an HHMI investigator,

studying different organisms, we were actually just

identified the bone morphogenetic protein that

studying the same problems with different tools,” said

regulates the formation of bone and cartilage in mice,

Talbot. “All of our experiments were related.”

which was one of the first times in vertebrates that a

Scott, a former department chair and a professor of
developmental biology and of genetics at Stanford,
found that a protein in fruit flies called Patched serves

morphological trait — short ears — was pinned to a
single gene. He used Hogness’ chromosomal walking
technique to do it.

as a receptor for a master regulator protein called

“When I came to Stanford, my goal was to Hogness-ize

Hedgehog, which regulates the development of body

the mouse,” said Kingsley. “Although it may seem that

segments and appendages in many organisms,

searching for the mouse short-ear gene was a narrow

including humans. Scott is now the president of the

goal, our findings led us to the heart of the pathway

Carnegie Institution for Science.

used by vertebrates to control the formation of

The Hedgehog gene was first cloned in fruit flies by

fundamental vertebrate tissues.”

Philip Beachy, PhD, in 1992. Beachy, a professor of

Further study showed that another BMP family

developmental biology and biochemistry, completed

member is critical for joint formation. And Ben Barres,

his PhD in the Hogness laboratory and returned to

PhD, professor of developmental biology, neurology

Stanford in 2006 to continue his work on the Hedgehog

and neurobiology, has outlined the role of another

pathway. He is also an HHMI investigator. Beachy and

protein, Notch, in the developing nervous system

Scott discovered that the Hedgehog pathway also

in rats.

contains other conserved proteins, including one
called Smoothened that works together with Patched
to regulate a cell’s response to Hedgehog.

The discovery that many developmentally important
molecules are conserved in organisms as diverse as
bacteria, flies, mice and humans, was reinforced by

Other key developmental signaling molecules are

the realization that many of the pathways themselves

encoded by genes in the Wnt family, to which Nusse

are interconnected.

has devoted his work. Nusse, who is also an HHMI
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Although the department has evolved over the years, there have been some
constants. The atmosphere of collegiality and shared workspaces described
by some of the department’s first faculty members and graduate students has
remained the same.

“Initially we had thought that there might be

Other human diseases are also intricately linked to

hundreds of signaling methods, but we were learning

developmental miscues. Seung Kim, a professor of

the number was limited to five or six major

developmental biology who received his MD and PhD

developmental signals,” said Nusse. “Hedgehog, Wnt,

at Stanford in 1992, has identified key pathways in the

Bmp, Notch and FGF. People in our department either

development of beta cells in the pancreas. Kim, who is

discovered them or have made key inroads in

also an HHMI investigator, mapped out in mice and

understanding their pathways.”

humans the process by which these insulin-producing

These proteins and pathways continue to be important
throughout our lives. As the researchers continued
throughout the 90s to hammer out the basic details of
development, they increasingly began to identify links
to human health and disease.
“When developmental proteins are misregulated,
they play an important role in many human cancers,”
said Nusse.

cells decrease in number as a person ages. Tinkering
with this pathway may one day help clinicians generate
new beta cells to replace those damaged by disease or
that have died off during aging.
Kim also discovered in 2002 that fruit flies begin to
exhibit symptoms of diabetes when their insulinproducing cells are destroyed. He designed a highly
sensitive way to measure these levels, allowing
scientists to bring a century of experience with fruit fly

Research by Nusse, Beachy and Scott has implicated

genetics to bear on better understanding how the

some of these conserved master regulators in the

hormone is expressed, processed and secreted into

development of brain, skin, bladder and liver cancer,

the blood stream after a meal. This recently led to

and inhibitors of Smoothened activity have been

discovery of a new class of hormones called “decretins”

efficacious against several types of human tumors.

that regulate insulin, a discovery that is transforming
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Being recruited to Stanford all those years ago to build this department
was truly the single most exciting event in my life,” said Shapiro. “We have
access to incredible technologies here, and to researchers in an incredible
variety of disciplines. This is an entirely new world that has been invisible
to us until now, and we are ready to dig in.”
the way researchers think about diabetes and

Fuller and Villeneuve have been working on adult stem

metabolism. In 2014 Kim was awarded the prestigious

cells for decades. But for other researchers, stem cell

Ho-Am Prize in Medicine.

science is an unexpected frontier.

Several researchers in the department are also now

“I would not have ever thought I’d be working with

exploring how stem cells contribute to the repair and

stem cells at all,” said Nusse, who recently identified

upkeep of organs such as the bladder, liver and male

the cellular source of stem cells in the livers of mice.

germ cells.

His work, which called attention to the importance of

“When I first came to the department, we knew some
mutations blocked various steps in germ cell

Wnt proteins in the process, could aid in efforts to
learn how to help the human liver heal after injury.

development in fruit flies,” said Minx Fuller, PhD,

Recently, Beachy identified a bladder stem cell that

professor of developmental biology and of genetics

quickly recolonizes the lining of the organ after

and obstetrics/gynecology (reproductive and stem cell

infection. If that stem cell acquires a cancer-causing

biology). Fuller is also the Reed-Hodgson Professor of

mutation, it can gave rise to intractable bladder tumors

Human Biology at the university and a former chair of

by outcompeting other cells.

the developmental biology department. “Now we are
beginning to see the outlines of many of the regulatory
pathways that drive an adult stem cell to make a
daughter, and controls whether or not that daughter
cell proliferates or differentiates. We are getting close
to understanding every step of the process. That’s
really exciting.”

Research Professor and professor of developmental
biology and of genetics also studies germ cells in the
“My

to suss out patterns in the reams of information
generated as scientists perfect high-throughput
techniques for genome sequencing, protein profiling
and more.
Gill Bejerano, PhD, has brought his degree in

Anne Villeneuve, PhD, an American Cancer Society

roundworm.

Other researchers are designing computer algorithms

lab

works

on

reproduction,

specifically on understanding how chromosomes are
inherited from parents to children. How do the pairs of
chromosomes come together in the cells so that they
can move apart to create sperm and ova with just one

computer science to bear on mountains of publicly
available data to identify key mutations in gene
regulatory regions that can give rise to disease, while
Kingsley has turned his attention to the evolutionary
lessons on offer from the threespine stickleback fish to
learn how humans gained physiological traits that gave
them a literal foot up in the evolutionary race against
our nearest primate relatives.

copy rather than the normal two? When I came to

“When we began our studies of the stickleback, it

Stanford, I realized that the roundworm C. elegans had

was Hogness all over again,” said Kingsley. “But

a lot of untapped potential for studying this process,

instead of focusing on mutations artificially created in

which is called meiosis.”

a laboratory, we used the unbiased genetic mapping
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and chromosome walking approach to find genes that

Although the department has evolved over the years,

are involved in the natural evolution of phenotypes in

there have been some constants. The atmosphere of

the wild.”

collegiality and shared workspaces described by some

“We’ve really begun to understand much more about
how genes work within the context of the entire

of the department’s first faculty members and graduate
students has remained the same.

genome,” said Nusse. “Gill and David have been

“When I was interviewing for faculty positions, I visited

getting great insights into how genes are regulated,

one institution where, when I asked where the

and this has become an area where we are

darkroom was to develop X-ray films, the chair said

particularly strong.”

‘Well, here’s your allotted square feet,” recalled

Kingsley’s sticklebacks aren’t the only fish in the
department. Talbot, who began his career working on
fruit flies, now studies nervous system development in
the tiny, transparent embryos of the zebrafish.
“These fish are great for genetic screens and gorgeous
for imaging,” said Talbot. “We’ve discovered many
genes that are important in the development of cells
called glia, which are much less studied than neurons
but very important in human disease.”

Kingsley. “You could wall off a portion of your lab for a
darkroom. But when I came to Stanford and asked
Lucy the same question, she said ‘We have a shared
darkroom. All the equipment is shared.’ And that not
only makes more sense, it really promotes some
interesting collaborations and communication.”
Shared equipment also ensures that all the researchers
have access to the latest technology. “The Cell
Sciences Imaging Facility in the basement of Beckman
has been crucial to my research since the minute I

Many of the department’s researchers have joint

started my lab,” said Villeneuve. “With each advance

appointments in fields as diverse as genetics,

in technology we’ve been able to see deeper and

neurobiology, pathology, bioengineering and chemical

deeper into the cell to visualize not just what the

and systems biology. Maria Barna, PhD, an assistant

chromosomes are doing, but also how different

professor in developmental biology and in genetics,

molecules are working together to repair breaks in the

used high-resolution, real-time imaging to discover a

DNA that occur during the process of meiosis.”

previously unknown structure used by cells in the
developing embryo to communicate through the direct
delivery of signaling molecules across several cell
diameters. And Joanna Wysocka, PhD, a professor of
chemical and systems biology as well as developmental
biology, has recently published key insights into how
facial structures form and the role played by ancient
viruses in the development of human embryos.

“It’s a wonderful environment, both scientifically and
personally,” said Fuller. “We are all terrific resources
for one another. We bounce ideas off each other often.
Often a student of mine will hear a talk by one of their
bench mates from another lab, and come back with
new ideas or techniques for their project.”
Stanford also provides a rich source of students, who
then become colleagues.
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“The students are terrific,” said Fuller. “They’ve

progenitors. By Harwin Sidik and Will Talbot.

revolutionized our work by asking new questions and

Image courtesy of Will Talbot.

brainstorming new branches of research. As they

Page 9 (left): Live (unfixed) Drosophila male germ

advance in their careers they become both friends

cells in metaphase of meiosis I. The meiotic spindle

and colleagues.”

is in green (Tubulin-GFP) and the DNA is in blue

“I’ve been here for almost 25 years now,” said Kingsley.
“During that time my lab has collaborated with six
Stanford departments and three Stanford schools. I’ve
had graduate students from developmental biology,
biological sciences, genetics, genomics, biochemistry,
chemical and systems biology and neuroscience.
Often they know all kinds of things that I don’t,
including who has what piece of equipment and what

(Hoechst dye). By Catherine Craig Baker.
Image courtesy of Margaret Fuller.
Page 9 (right): The photo shows a section of the liver
with liver stem cells labeled red and the hepatocyte
descendent of the stem cells labeled in green. By
Bruce Wang and Roel Nusse. Image courtesy of
Roel Nusse.
Page 10 (left): Drosophila testis, with the stages of

time of day or night the latest widget is likely to be

male germline differentiation laid out in a

available for use. They are fantastic.”

spatiotemporal manner. Tip and distal end of the
testis in magenta. Green is a protein that increases

No one doubts that there are even greater discoveries

expression during the differentiating germline stages

to come.

and peaks in protein expression prior to meiosis.

“It has been so fun, and really fulfilling,” said Talbot.

By Cameron Wynn Berry. Image courtesy of

“We’ve learned so much, but it’s clear there is still a lot
we don’t know.”

Margaret Fuller.
Page 10 (right): Drosophila male germ cells
expressing the Rbp4 protein fused to green

“We can now sequence the DNA and observe

fluorescent protein (GFP). By Catherine Craig Baker.

individual molecules in single cells,” Shapiro said.

Image courtesy of Margaret Fuller.

“Can you imagine?”

Page 13 (left): Long-range cell-cell interactions

“Being recruited to Stanford all those years ago to

mediated by cytoplasmic extensions, called

build this department was truly the single most exciting

filopodia, emanating from two chick limb

event in my life. We have access to incredible

mesenchymal cells. Actin cytoskeleton (green) and

technologies here, and to researchers in an incredible

cell membrane (red). By Maria Barna. Image

variety of disciplines. This is an entirely new world that

courtesy of Maria Barna.

has been invisible to us until now, and we are ready to

Page 13 (right): Nerves in the head of a larval

dig in. The future is so exciting that it’s almost hard to

zebrafish. Myelinating glial cells express Myelin

talk about.”

Basic Protein (red). Axons express acetylated
tubular (green). By Will Talbot. Image courtesy of

Photo credits:
Page 7: Myelinating glial cells (oligodendrocytes) in
the zebrafish brain and spinal cord. A GFPexpressing transgene labels oligodendrocytes, and
specific subpopulations of neurons and neural

Will Talbot.

